
Part	I:	Overview	of	Business

● In	1911,	John	Deere	purchased	the	site	it	is	

at	now	in	Ottumwa	making	it	Deere’s	first	

manufacturing	facility	in	Iowa!

● It	designs	and	manufactures	round	balers,	

large/small	square	balers,	self-propelled	

windrowers,	and	mower	conditioners	

● The	factory	sits	on	120	acres

Part	II:	Job	Specifics

● There	are	various	work	areas	that	a	piece	

of	equipment	goes	through	before	being	

complete	(Welding,	Assembly,	Paint,	Pack-

Out,	and	Warehouse).

● As	a	piece	of	equipment	moves	through	

those	work	areas,	workers	inspect	the	

machine	to	ensure	quality.		

● As	the	piece	of	machinery	moves	from	one	

work	area	to	another,	it	is	time	stamped	as	

complete	for	that	particular	work	center

Intro	video	of	John	Deere	Ottumwa (stop	at	

1:30;	start	back	up	2:39-3:20)

Video	of	Round	Baler

Part	III:	Introduce	the	Problem

•When	looking	at	a	particular	work	area,		a	

module	leader	or	business	unit	manager	might	

ask	is	each	work	center	going	to	meet	their	

scheduled	goal	of	completed	machines	for	the	

day.		If	not,	what	got	in	the	way	of	daily	

production?	If,	so	what	was	the	production	rate	

and	could	we	schedule	more	machines	to	be	

completed	in	a	day

Part	IV:	Background

Students	would	need	to	know	

● rate	of	change	(how	to	calculate	it,	

interpret	it,	and	make	predictions	based	

off	of	it)

● How	to	organize	data	in	a	table	and	graph	

using	or	not	using	technology

Part	V:	Business	Solution

•A	module	leader	or	business	unit	manager	

would	look	at	an	online	tool,	give	certain	

parameters,	and	review	the	data

•If	there	was	an	issue	with	production,	that	

would	be	discussed	at	a	daily	or	weekly	

meeting

Part	VI:	Student	Solutions

● Graph:	decide	if	it	shows	a	constant	rate	of	

change	and	how	that	relates	to	linearity

solutions	with	graph

● Table:	find	the	rate	of	change	between	

timestamps	to	justify	if	there	is	a	constant	

rate	of	change	and	interpret	what	the	rate	

of	change	means

solutions/data	with	table

● Use	either	the	table	or	graph	to	make	a	

prediction	about	if	the	work	area	will	meet	

its	scheduled	goal	for	the	day
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Production	of	Round	Balers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neDPKVlliLo&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYTcWhOmER4
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/zwflkehrif
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qe6MFgYBnBHRQlKmDKPkkx389owPkUmyRiw_oIUgtKk/edit?usp=sharing


Can we meet our scheduled goal 
for Round Balers?

You are given the following report showing how many machines are supposed to be completed today.  Your focus 
is to look only at the Round Baler production.  In fact, each class will be calculating and interpreting a different work 
area.  With a partner use the data given to you to decide if your specific work area will meet their goal for the day.  
Feel free to use technology to help you.



1st period: Welding

Here are the first 11 machines scanned at your work area, will you meet 
your scheduled goal? Use your worksheet to guide you in your decision.

Reminder your scheduled goal is below. 

worksheet

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CqbYYSOOSBGVd28F0sY66tsIOPPDW1bdwZ56Ob-4nSQ/edit?usp=sharing


2nd period: Assembly

Here are the first 11 machines scanned at your work area, will you meet 
your scheduled goal? Use your worksheet to guide you in your decision.

Reminder your scheduled goal is below. 

worksheet

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CqbYYSOOSBGVd28F0sY66tsIOPPDW1bdwZ56Ob-4nSQ/edit?usp=sharing


3rd period: Paint

Here are the first 11 machines scanned at your work area, will you meet 
your scheduled goal? Use your worksheet to guide you in your decision.

Reminder your scheduled goal is below. 

worksheet

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CqbYYSOOSBGVd28F0sY66tsIOPPDW1bdwZ56Ob-4nSQ/edit?usp=sharing


5th period: Pack-Out

Here are the first 11 machines scanned at your work area, will you meet 
your scheduled goal? Use your worksheet to guide you in your decision.

Reminder your scheduled goal is below. 

worksheet

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CqbYYSOOSBGVd28F0sY66tsIOPPDW1bdwZ56Ob-4nSQ/edit?usp=sharing


6th period: Warehouse

Here are the first 11 machines scanned at your work area, will you meet 
your scheduled goal? Use your worksheet to guide you in your decision.

Reminder your scheduled goal is below. 

worksheet

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CqbYYSOOSBGVd28F0sY66tsIOPPDW1bdwZ56Ob-4nSQ/edit?usp=sharing


Solutions Page



Weld

Scheduled to complete 34, but ACTUALLY completed 36; finished production at 3:46 pm

Solved by using the table: 
1) Would have completed 34 machines by 12:16 pm using a ROC of 28 min/machine

Could have completed 13 more

2) Would have completed 34 machines by 1:02 pm using a ROC of 30 min/machine (took out 
the smallest ROC to get a better average ROC)
Could have completed 11 more

Solved by using the graph:
Completed 34 machines by 12:28 pm (24.47 in desmos)
Could have completed 13/14 more 

Actual data for the day:



Grey

Scheduled to complete 34, but ACTUALLY completed 38; finished production at 3:03 pm

Solved by using the table: 
1) Would have completed 34 machines by 1:28 pm using a ROC of 30 min/machine

Could have completed 9 more

Solved by using the graph:
Completed 34 machines by 12:29 pm (24.48 in desmos)
Could have completed 14 more 

Actual data for the day:



Paint

Scheduled to complete 34, but ACTUALLY completed 32; finished production at 3:47 pm

Solved by using the table: 

1) Would have only completed 23 by 7 pm deadline  using a ROC of 46 min/machine

2) Would have completed 34 machines by 2:11 pm using a ROC of 14 min/machine (took out 

the first data point to get a better average ROC)

Could have completed 23 more

3) Would have only completed 30 machines by 7 pm deadline using a ROC of  

30min/machine

Solved by using the graph:

completed 34 machines by 2:05 pm (14.08 in desmos)

Could have completed 23 more

Actual data for the day:



Pack-Out

Scheduled to complete 34, but ACTUALLY completed 32; finished production at 5:09 pm

Solved by using the table: 
1) Would have completed 34 by 4:06 pm using a ROC of 34 min/machine

Could have completed 4 more

2) Would have completed 34 machines by 2:34 pm using a ROC of 30 min/machine (took out 
biggest ROC to get a better average of ROC)
Could have completed 8 more

Solved by using the graph:
completed 34 machines by 3:04 pm (27.06 in desmos)
Could have completed 7 more

Actual data for the day:



Warehouse

Scheduled to complete 35, but ACTUALLY completed 44; finished production at 6:54 pm

Solved by using the table: 
1) Would have only completed 32 by 7 pm deadline using a ROC of 38 min/machine

2) Would have completed 35 machines by 6 pm using a ROC of 31 min/machine (took out the 
first data point to get a better average ROC)
Could have completed 1 more

Solved by using the graph:
completed 35 machines past deadline at 9:45 pm (33.75 in desmos)
Could only make 31 by 7pm

Actual data for the day:


